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Introduction.
1. Prdiminary Remarks. The object of this paper is to introduce 
certain series of rational functions formally analogous to F o u rie r ’s 
series. These rational functions are solutions of the difference system
(1) u (x + 1) = ^ ~ l~  v. u (oo),
and its adjoint problem
(2) v(x)=  £ = fL v{x + l ), * (-L )= t>  (w).
By f  (oo ) is to be understood the limit of f  (x) as x goes to infinity
t o r
over the set — -  , — - , — , .......  The letter n represents a parame-
2 2 2
ter and the letter a a constant such that 2 a is not an integer.
In part I we shall develop the explicit form of the functions u (x) 
and v (x) and make some progress in the expansion problem connected 
with them. In part II we shall investigate the properties of the series 
pertaining to convergence and in part III the properties pertaining to 
C esaro  summability.
A very general formulation of boundary value and expansion 
problems arising from a great variety of equations is given by C arm i­
ch ael (*). The problem for the case of the ordinary linear differential 
equations of the n’th order, with certain restrictive conditions on the 
coefficients and on the boundary conditions, has been completely solved 
by B irk h o f f ( 2) and later, independently, by T am arkine ( 3 ). The last
( ! )  C a rm ic h a e l, Boundary Value and Expansion Problems. Formulation of 
Various Transcendental Problems. American Journal of Mathematics, 4A (1922),129.
( 2 ) Birkhoff, Boundary Value and Expansion Problems of Ordinary Linear Differ­
ential Equations. Transactions, American Mathematical Society, IX (1908), 373-395.
( 3 ) T a m a rk in e , Sur quolques points de la theorie des equations differenti- 
( elles lineaires ordinaires et sur la generalisation de la serie de Fourier, Rendiconti del 
circo'o matematico di Palermo, 3 l' (1912), 315-382. See also same Journal 36 (1913), 
115-126, and 37 (1917), 376-378.
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two papers, in particular that of Tam arkine, give references to the 
literature on expansion problems related to the solutions of special 
differential equations.
I desire here to make acknowledgement to Professor ft. D. C ar­
m ichael for proposing to me the subject of this paper and for his 
kindly interest and valuable suggestions during the development of it.
2. The Development of the Problem from its Analogue in Differen- ] 
tial Equations. One is led to the consideration of the particular set ] 
of equations studied in this paper in seeking a problem in the differ­
ence calculus that is closely analogous to that problem in the differ­
ential calculus which gives rise to the expansion in F o u rie r ’s series.
In the differential calculus, the set of equations
(3) u! (O+Xw (t) =  0, u (a)—u (b) ; v' (t)—\v (t) =  0, v (a)—v (b); 1 
gives rise to the expansion in F o u rie r ’s series ( 1 ).
To evolve a set of difference equations and boundary conditions j 
analogous to (3) we note that a suitable analogue of integration is j 
summation over a discrete infinite set of points a uniform distance 
apart. Hence we seek a transformation which will remove one end of 
the interval ah to infinity. There are many .transformations which 
will accomplish this. One, however, that leads to an especially useful
result i s x = a ( l  + e~W^I(l — e~F ,^ where os and j a r e  two con­
stants at our disposal. This transformation is such that as t approaches b, x 
approaches infinity, while for t=a, x is equal to x —a ^1 + e
which is finite. The interval ab on the £-axis is thus changed into the 
interval xcc on the cc-axis. If we write u (t)=u {x) then replace uf(x) 
by u (ic + l ) — u (x) and os2-f2cs/3X by //, (3) reduces to u(x + 1) =  
[x2 — fjr] u (x) j[x2—a2], u(x) = u (oo ). The problem adjoint to this is then 
found to be v (cc) — [x2—/i2] v {pc +1) / [a? — a2], v (x) = v (oo )(2). Further
consideration proves it desirable to take x ——^— and to restrict cs so
2
that 2os is not an integer. It is also sometimes desirable to introduce 
a constant multiplier into the boundary conditions so that they read
(4) w (-A ^ = i!«(co), ^ (-L -)= t> (co ).
a - b
) / ( - - )
( 1 ) B irk h o ff, 1. c., page 383.
( 2 ) C a rm ic h a e l, 1. c., section 4.
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I. Development of the Series and the 
Expansion Problem.
3. Properties of the Solutions u ( ) and v (*). Consider now tlie 
difference equations in (1) and (2). They have respectively the solutions
151 u (x )-( )  C) r(x + a )l\ x -c c )
__ F(x + a) F (x —a) 
r(x + p ) r ( x —[j)
where F  (x) denotes the classical gamma function. The function F (x) 
has the property
(6) F(x)=v'27Tx*~*e“x[l + e (a?)/a?] ,
where s (x) has the limit zero as x goas to infinity in a positive sense 
along any line parallel to the axis of reals. From (5) and (6) we may 
conclude that u (go ) = v (go ) = 1.
If we define F(x) by the equation T(x) = [ 1 - e 2nix] F  (oc), then 
using the relation F (x) F  (1 — x) = 7r / sin 7rx we get F (x) — — %7rie 
\ r ( l-x ) .  From this and (6) we see that F(x) has the property
(7) T(x)= i/ 2 tt x* + e(x)l'x],
where s(x) has the limit zero as x goes to infinity in a negative sense 
along any line parallel to the axis of reals. From (5), (7), and the
relation F  (x)= [l—e 2ldx~\ r  (x) we may conclude that u ( — cc) = l j v ( —cc) 
=  cos2 cctt] cos2 fjLiT. By f  (— oo ) is to be understood the limit of f(x)
as x goes to infinity over the set
Next, putting and employing the relation 1 f (s) F  (1— s) =
7r l sin 7rs, we have the result that u = 1 f v ^-i^^=cos air [cos [Air.
4 . Determination of the Characteristic Values. In order to satisfy 
the boundary conditions for the ^-problem we must have cos 0:77-= cos [j.tc+ 
This will be satisfied if /jl2 = (a + 2n)2 or [i—a ’±flni n — 0, 1 , . .  .. ( 1 ). The 
values of [Jr obtained for the v-problem are the same as those for the 
^-problem. This common set of values of [£ is called ihe set of
( 1 ) The values u=—-oc—2n yield the same set of solutions as the values {i = oc + 2n, 
n =0, ±1, ±2---
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characteristic values ( 1 ). To denote the solutions of (1) appertaining 
to the values /*=m+ 2m and a.—o.—2 we will use the symbols v,n (x) 
and u_n (x) respectively; similarly for solutions of (2). From (5) and 
the relation I' (s + l ) = s P  (s) we get
% (pa)=l
un (x) =  -
v„{x)
(8) _  Q + oQ Q + w + l),. . .Q+ot + 271—1) _
(x—a — 1) (x—k  — 2).. .. (x—a — 2«) ’ ’
U-nix')---
®-»0 )
(x—a) (x—a + 1 ) . . . 1)
(x— a — 1) (a;—a — 2).. .. (a—os—2re) « = 1, 2 , . . ( 2).
5. Conjugate Properties of the u (x) and v (as). Let u, (x)
and Vj ( x) be solutions of (1) and (2) respectively. We have
(9) ut 0 + 1 )  u, 0 + 1)—«i 0 )  Vj 0 ) =
a?—a2 ih (x)Vj 0  + !)•
Using the transformation x — m-\—— and summing both sides of (9)
2
with respect to m  from zero to infinity oyer integral values, we get
« (« ) Vj(oo) -Ut(- i- )  Vj
( 1 ) Calculation shows that when the boundary conditions (A) are satisfied then the 
conditions
(±0 t u(i)=It(-GO),
are also satisfied and converse’y.
( 2 ) It we put £=— 1 in (4) wo get for /x the value ju = or± (2a-fl). If it w+i (x) 
appertains to t^ = c£-f-2n-f-l and u-^n+1) (a;) to fi = (x—(2n-\-l) we have
(7')





a; + of + 2n 
a?—a:—2n—l
ic—a + 2n 
x + ce — Vn—l
un(x) n = 0, 1, 2,.
- lt-n (sc) 71 = 0, 1, 2,.
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With the aid of the boundary conditions in (1) and (2) we may con­
clude that
„ , ( , » + - L )  „ , ( , » + A )
(10) Z i ------- 7--------T v ---------------- =°> lf
m-o ( m f — J -  a2
On the other hand, using the transformation x—m — _1
2
and then
summing both sides of (9) with respect to m from zero to minus infin­
ity over negative integral values, we may finally conclude that
(11) 2 j ------ -f----- f T i----------- = 0, if
m=o ( m -------) —orV 2 )
6. Concerning the Expansion Problem. Suppose that/  (a?) is expan-
w = oo
sible in the series ^  an un (x), then by formal calculation, with the
n = -o c
aid of (11) we get
« i  ( m ------ 1 " )  V t ( m  +  - ^ -
1 M *  2
V 2 /
(12') 7r tan air
’  =  «* ------5--------2ft
for determining the coefficients at. In the above formula i
being any member of the set 0, ± 1 , Hh2, Hh3,.......  Using the follow­
ing lemma we can prove that if the first sum in (12) exists for one 
value of i, in particular for ^=0, then it exists for every value of i. 
Lemma I ( 1 ). If b& hx, ---- , and c0, ---- , are two sets of con-
( 1 ) L an d au , Uber die Grundlagen der Theorie der Falcultatenreihen. Sitzungs- 
berichte der Mathematisch-Phy-ibalischen Klasse der K. B. Akademie der Wissenschaften 
zu Miinchen, XXXVI (1906), 151-218.
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stants and if I  bm and 2\cm+1 — cm\ are both convergent, then 1  bm cm is 
likewise convergent.
To prove the statement immediately preceding lemma I, let
i being any member of the set 0, ± 1, ± 2 ,.. . . ,  and I  bm being con­
vergent. From (2) if m is sufficiently large
| i m+1 Cfo m | : 1 cr-/V
( m _ _ L ) 2- l « l
We conclude then, that the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied and 
hence that the convergence of the first series in (12) for i= 0  implies 
the convergence of that series for every value of i from the set 0, ± 1,
+ 2 ,.......  The converse is proved in the same way. From this the
statement in the sentence preceding lemma I follows. An immediate 
corollary from the above is that every at can be formally computed in
manner outlined above if |£1"s/(&)| is bounded on the set x ~ - ^ —-,
A
Q
—---- £ being an arbitrarily small positive number.
2
In a like manner if we assume that at is expansible in the series
n=cc
an vn (x) we can formally calculate the coefficients to be
n - -oo
(13) 2Hi cot 0C7T 
7r ^  / 1 v — or
i=0, + 1 .........
As in the previous case, every at can be formally calculated from (13) 
if one of them, in particular i f  a0, can be so calculated. A sufficient
3
condition for this is that | oc^ ~e f  (x) | be bounded on the set x = —~,
A
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5---- , being an arbitrarily small positive number.
2
Several statements can be made immediately concerning the above 
expansions. The formal expansion even if it does converge, does not 
necessarily represent the function used in calculating the coefficients. 
A periodic function of period one other than a constant has no such 
expansion in which the coefficients are obtainable by the formal opera­
tions above.
n=oo
II. Convergence of the Serie3 y  (x)
n = -  co
n - oc
and £  anVn(x).
— *
7. General Statements on Two-Way Series. From the theory of 
two-way series we know that a necessary and sufficient condition that 
a two-way series be convergent (absolutely convergent, uniformly con­
vergent in a given region) is that each end of the series be separately 
convergent (absolutely convergent, uniformly convergent in the given 
region). In view of this fact, it will be sufficient to investigate the 
two ends of the above series separately. Further, it is true that if we
n - oo
change x to — x in the series £  anvn(x) then the two resulting
n -  -  oo
one-way series and the two ends of the ^-series are similar;—similar 
in the sense that the constants wherein they differ do not enter 
essentially into the proofs of the theorems demonstrated in parts II and
n - o o
I !!. We may therefore confine our attention to the series ^  anun(x).
n = 0
Of the series
GO 0C OC CO
£  anun(x), a_nu_n(x), y > ^ v  (®)» y y  0*0,
n=0 n = 1 w =0  w = l-
we will call the first the right-end 'M-series, the second the left-end u- 
series ; and the two-way series obtained by combining them we will 
call the w-series. Similar names will be used for the last two series 
above.
8. Exceptional Points. An exceptional point of convergence is 
one at which the series has only a finite number of terms different
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from zero. An exceptional point of non-existence is one at which some 
term of the series becomes infinite.
9. The Regions of Convergence of the Series. In proving the 
results of the next six sections we will follow the method carried out 
in the paper by L andau  noted above. In this paper he proves several 
lemmas previously announced by others. Lemma I is one of them. 
In part II we will state the others without proof at the places where 
they are to be used.









(c) £  | cn+1 - 0 ,  | is convergent,
n=0
then the series with the general term bn cn is also convergent.
Suppose x and xx are two non-exceptional points for the right-end 




(w—I) ! ntj 
+ ..(t + n - 1 )  9
we have
(14) lim | c„ | (2m)
n—>-x
2R l  {a—xAr 1) P(a -f Xi) 
l  \ a —xx -f 1) f \ a  -f x)
= le (x, Xi),
whence lim. |cw|=0 and hence lim cn—0 if R {pc) < R fa). Further
n—>-x n—>•»
we have | cn+1 — cn | | q | = | cn |, where q has the property lim q/n =
n—>■ x
1/ 4 (x—Xj). Using the above results, we may conclude that the series
n=<x
5j an un 0*0 will converge if R{pc) < R (a^ ).
n=0
This leads us to the result that, x and xx being non-exceptional 
points for the right-end ^-series such that R (x) < R (cty), then the series
( 1 ) L n n d au , l.c.
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5^ an un (x) surely converges if ^  an un (a^ ) is less than some posi-
7? =0  n - 0
tive constant for t—0, 1 , .........  In the same manner it can be shown
that if x and xx are non-exceptional points for the right-end v-series
77=  00
such that R (x) > R (arx), then the series £  an vn (x) surely converges
if £  a nVn ( x l) is less than some positive constant for t~  0, 1, 2,.
Hence on a line parallel to the axis of reals and containing no excep­
tional points of the right-end 'W-series (right-end v-series), the real 
parts of the points of convergence and divergence of that series form 
a D edekind  partition of the real number system. We have now proved
n  = oc w =  oc v
Theorem I. If the series ^  an un (;x), ( £  an vn (x)) does not
7i=0 ' n-0
converge either everywhere or nowhere in the finite plane the excep­
tional points being excluded, then there exists a line (X+) parallel 
to the axis of imaginaries such that to the le't (right) of this line the 
series converges, with the possible exclusion of a finite number of points 
of non-existence, while to the right (left) of this line the series diver­
ges, with the possible exclusion of a finite number of points of 
convergence.
10. The Regions of Absolute Convergence. The relation of the 
region of absolute convergence of the right-end ^-series to the region 
of convergence of that series follows readily from the following con­
siderations. Suppose that X\, not an exceptional point of convergence 
for the right-end ^-series, is such that | an ua (a?i) | is less than some 
positive constant A for n—0, 1 , 2 , .......  As before let cn=un (x) vn (xi).
From (14) we get the inequality \cnj < 2& x, xt) (2ri) 1 for n
71=  00
sufficiently large. This inequality permits us to conclude that ^  | cn (x) 
will converge provided that R (pc) <CR (#x) — - i -
71 =  0
Now we have the
inequality
£  \anu„(x)\<A £
Hence the right-end w-series converges absolutely if R (x) < R (a?i) —-
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In a like manner it can be shown that the right-end v-series converges
absolutely for R (sc) > R ( i^) + — - if at some point not an exceptional
2
point of convergence we have that | an vn (x) | is less than some positive
constant B for n= 0, 1 , ........ Further, noting that if R (x) < R (xi)
then for n sufficiently large we have the inequality | cn | < 1 , then we 
can conclude that the. paragraph beginning about the middle of section 
9 remains valid if it be changed to read as follows:
This leads us to the result that, x and x1 being non-exceptional 
points for the right-end ^-series such that R (x) < R  (a?i), then the
n=oo n= oo
series ^  |anun (as)1 surely converges if ^  \anun(x1)\ converge®.
n-Q n=0
Under similar circumstances, excepting that R (a?) > R (xx), the above 
statement remains true for the right-end v-series. Combining these 
results we have
Theorem II. If, excluding the exceptional points, the series
n = 'x> .
J )  aa un (x), ( ^ 7  an vn (x) ) is neither everywhere divergent nor every-
n=0 ' n=0 '
where convergent, then there exists a line l_ (Z4) parallel to the axis 
of imaginaries such that to the left (right) of this line the series is 
absolutely convergent, with the possible exclusion of a finite number 
of exceptional points of non-existence, while to the right (left) of this 
line the series is either conditionally convergent or divergent, a finite 
number of exceptional points of convergence possibly excluded. The line 
l_ (l+) lies not more than one-half unit to the left (right) of the line (\+). 
11, The Regions of Uniform Convergence of the Series.
Lemma III ( 1 ). If b0} .. .., are constants and c0, ch . . . ., are
functions of a complex variable, analytic in the region R, then if 1  bn 
is convergent and 2\cn+i—cn\ is uniformly convergent in R, the series 
whose general term is bn cn is uniformly convergent in R.
Consider any closed finite region R interior to the region of 
convergence of the right-end w-series and not containing any except 
tional point of non-existence of that series. Since R is closed and 
finite there exists a point x of R such that R (x — x)^ .0  for every 
x in R. Farther, since R is finite and interior to the region of con­
vergence there exists a point xx (which is not exceptional for the 
right-end ^-series) not in R but in the region of convergence such
( 1 ) L an d au , 1. c.
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that B (xi—x)>  0 for every x in B. Again, suppose that as is not an 
exceptional point of non-existence for the right-end w-series and let 
(a) bn= anun(xi) and (b) cn=un(x) vn(x 1). Each member of the set c0, 
is analyt’c in B . Carrying out the work outlined in the proof 
preceding theorem I we arrive at the inequality
(15) l e w . - f i .g j  4:1c (x,+ l j  —  2R^ X)+1 -
for n larger than some N. Now the absolute value of the multiplier 
2R (x—aq)—1
of n in (15) has an upper bound, say M, in every such
region B. Hence, for ri^-N and every x in B we have
\cn+1(x )-cn(x)\^Mn2R{X X,) X^ M n 2R (x^xt)—l m
Since the series whose terms are n R ^ ^  1 is convergent, we may 
conclude that I\cn+i — cn\ is uniformly convergent in every closed 
region with properties as above. From this by the aid of lemmx HI, 
the uniform convergence of the right-end ^-series in every region B 
which is interior to its region of convergence, follows. Conclusions of 
a similar nature can be established by the same procedure for the 
right-end v-series. We have then
n=rr. n= co .
Theorem HI. The series anun(x) [ ^ a nvn(x) ) is uniformly
n =0 '  n=0 *
convergent in every closed region interior to its half-plane of conver­
gence and excluding the exceptional points of non-existence. In such a 
region the series represents an analytic function of x.
12. Belations of the Bight-end u-series and the Bight-end v-series to 
Certain Dirichlet Series. First we will prove that the convergence at 
a given point Xi, of the series whose elements are implies the
convergence of the right-end ^-series at the same point, provided xx 
is not an exceptional point of non-existence for the latter series. Sup­




■ 2x —1 n=x
hn=an 2n 1 , (b) ^  hn be convergent,
n= 1
(c) cn=un (Xi)2nl~2x1
lira c, _  / (os—a?! + l)n r1 , ?* 1 {a+ x )




lim I c J  = r  (a—0?! + !) =  T { x x).
r  (ot+a50
cn+i—cn=cn (tn—1), where tn — 1 has at least a zero of the 
order with respect to n at infinity. Hence lim n2 (tn—l )= a 2
where a2 is the coefficient of 1/n2 in the expansion of tn — 1 a1 out 
infinity. Now
lim \cn+1—cn\n2= T fa)  lim n2\tn— l\—a2 T (£CX).
n —>• x  77—>-x
77 = x
Hence, the series |cn+1 — cw| is convergent. Applying lemma I we
77 = 0
arrive at the conclusion that the right-end u series is convergent at 
the point xv We may also note here the inequality | |cn+i| — \cn\ | 
~ \ cn+i — cn\. The series whose terms are anv}~2x corresponds in the 
same manner to the right-end v-series.
Theorem IV. At a given non-exceptional point the two series
£  «»«»(*). ( 2 ?  cnvn(x)\ and ^  n2x~l, ( £  n'-2x\,
n=0 ' 7i=l ' 77=1 '
are both absolutely convergent, or both conditionally convergent, or 
both divergent.
77 = 00
In what follows we will speak of the two series ^  an un (x) and
77 = 0
77= GC
ann2X l as corresPoriding 1° one another. In the same sense we
77 = 1
will use the following table of corresponding series.
77 = GC
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13. Concerning the Analyticity of the Functions Represented by the 
Right-end u-series and its Corresponding Dirichlet Series. Under certain 
conditions it is possible with the aid of the lemma below to state a 
relation concerning the analyticity of the functions represented by the 
right-end w-series and the correspDnding D i r i c h le t  series at a finite 
point outside of their common region of convergence.
Lemma IV ( 1 ). For eve~y h there exist polynomials FQ(x) = 1,
F x (&)=-^L_ (x2 -f x), F2 (x),.. .. ,Fk (x), and a function cpk (x, n) defined 
2
for every x and integral n, n^. 1, by the relation,
n ! nx~l
r  (x) x {x - f 1) . .  n — 1)
- =  1 - a? + x F2(x)
2 n n2
(x) , <pk{x,n) 
------r-----r - ---- m ---
where for a given finite region G, | cpk fx, n) | is less than some positive
constant for every x in G and for n = 1, 2, 3 , .........
Lemma IV has as an immediate consequence the following:
In every finite closed region R in the cc-plane, which does not 
include exceptional points for the right-end -w-series wre have
Wn(a;)= [ i +J ^ +j M ^  u- ■+*&>.(17)
+
n n
fx, n) J  ^ r(c t—a: 4-1)
n^1- J /’(a + x) (2 n)l~2x
where y[rx (x), ty2 (x) , .. . . ,  k (x), are polynomials, and | cpk (x, n) | is
less than some positive constant for every x in R and for n—1, 2 ,.......
Let C [pc) and D fx) designate, respectively, the functions represent­
ed by the right-end ^-series and its corresponding D i r i c h le t  series in 
the interior of their common region of convergence. Now* if A_, the 
abscissa of convergence of the right-end 'W-series is finite, then the two
2r x - L ) - i  ^  _  2 (*-*L±2)-i
series a n n K 3 and an n ) n  3 represent analytic
n=1 n=1
functions at any non-exceptional point xx in the finite plane to the left 
of the line R [x)—\-\--^~ .
I f  then D D ( * — § -) , D ( * - - L )  ( a — ^ = h )
( 1 ) L an d au , 1. c.
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are all analytic at xx (not an exceptional point fo r the right-end u-series), 
G (x) and D (x) are both analytic or both non-analytic at the same point X\.
A more definite statement can be made about points on the line 
of convergence. If we put in (17) we can observe the truth of
the following theorem :
n -oc
Theorem V. The functions represented by the series Y? an un (x) 
and JV  an in the interior of their common region of convergence
w=i
are both analytic or both non-analytic at a given finite non-exceptional 
point on the line of convergence of these series.
By the aid of theorem Y and the following lemma we can draw yet 
one other conclusion concerning the real point on the line of conver­
gence of the right-end ^-series.
Lemma VI ( 1 ). The real point on the line of convergence of a 
D ir ic h le t  series with real non-negative coefficients is a singular point 
for the function defined by it.
Theorem YI. If, excluding the exceptional points, a right-end u- 
series with real non-negative coefficients is neither everywhere conver­
gent nor everywhere divergent, then the real point on the line of 
convergence, if non-exceptional, is a singular point for the function 
defined by it.
Whatever has been proved in this section concerning the right- 
end ^-series and its corresponding D i r i c h le t  series remains valid if we 
consider any pair of corresponding series exhibited in the table at the 
end of section 12 ( 2 ).
( 1 ) L a n d a u , Uber einon Satz von Tschebyschef. Mathematischo Annalen, 61 
(1905), page 536.
( 2 ) The series.
oc oc co n  = oc
bn Un (x), 2  b - n U - n {X), ^  bn Vn (X), y* b - n V -n (x )  
n -0  n=1 n-0 w=0
whose torms are exhibited in the footnote at the end of section 1, have a theory in 
every detail similar to that of the series above discussed. Every theorem above remains 
true if we substitute for the series
y  ctn Un (X), 2  a - n U -n {x), JjT' ctn Vn (*), ^  ct-n V -n (x), 
n = 0 n- 1 n=0 n=l
respectively in order, the series at the beginning of this footnote. This is evident if we
O 00 oo
no':o for insta :ce that bn un 'x)   —— bnfin(x), where y ^  bn Wn (x)
n=0 a=0 7i-0
is a series similar to the right-end w-sorios.
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14. The Character of the Exceptional Points of Non-existence.
The exceptional points of non-existence of the series considered 
above, when they lie in the interior of the region of convergence are 
at most poles of the first order for the functions defined by them. 
For instance take the ^-series and consider the point x~p + a (p  a 
positive integer) supposed to be interior to the region of convergence 






= «,+  lim V  anx- a^ + v w = 3+l
(x -f a  4- 2g) (x -f a  -f 2g -f 1) . . . .  (x + a + %n — l) 
(x—c* —2g—1) (x— a — 2g—2) . . . .  (x—cc — 2 n)
If in the series on the right of the equality sign we put os+ 2q=/3, 
the result is a series similar to the right-end ^-series. But x — p + cc 
is interior to the region of convergence of the new series, and x=p + a 
is not an exceptional point for the new series and therefore the func­
tion represented by it is there analytic.
III. Concerning the Cesaro Summability of the Series,
15. Fundamental Definitions in Cesaro Summability. Concerning 
the matter of Cesaro summability we are enabled by applying certain 
lemmas and theorems due to Bohr  ( 1 ), to state a set of theorems about 
the series above described which are closely parallel to the above stated 
theorems relating to the ordinary convergence of these series. To 
recall certain definitions connected with Cesaro  summability, let a 
given series have the terms Z>0, bl t ........ Form the sums
££,)=&o+£i+ •• +k , sp=sr»+sr .... r ^ i .
The series is said to be Cesaro  summable of order r  (summable Cr) ( 2 ) 
to the sum S, if lim S r  ! / nr as n goes to infinity, exists and has
( 1 ) B o h r, Uber die Summabilit&b Dirichietscher Reihen. Gottingor Nachrichten, K. 
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaf to n, Mathematisch-physikalische Klasse, (1909), 217-262. 
(In what follows references to B o h r are always to this paper.)
( 2 ) Mr  fois indeterminee et a pour valeur moyenne S ”. B o h r, Compte? Rendus 
de l ’Acadenrie des Sciences a Paris, 118 (1909), 75-80. (In what follow's references to 
B o h r are always to the paper of the first note about.)
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the value S  ( 1 ). We will call 8  the sum ( Cr) of the series in question. 
Again if there exists a constant T such that \ 8 ^ rljn r\ < T for n — 0, 
1, 2, .. . then the series is said to be Cesaro finite of order r  (finite 
(Gr)) ( 2 )• If a series is summable ( Gr) it is also finite (Cr).
13. Tivo Lemmas Concerning Cesaro Summability. B o h r ( 3) has 
stated a lemma which is essentially equivalent to the second of the 
following two closely related lemmas I' and IF, which are seen to be 
in content and purpose the analogues of lemmas I and II respectively.
Lemma V. If A bn is summable (Ct) to the value 8  and if each 
of the series 2  np\ Ap+1 cn\, p=0, 1, is convergent, then 2bncn is
summable ((7r) to the value S, where S  = 1 8 ^  Ar+1 cn + Sc, c being the 
limit of cn as n approaches infinity ( 4).
Lemma IF. If I  bn is finite ( Cr) and if each of the series 
I  np | Ap+1 cn \, p=0, 1, is convergent, and if the limit of cn as n approaches 
infinity is zero, then I  bn cn is summable ( Cr) and its sum ( Cr) is equal 
to the sum of the absolutely convergent series 1 S 2° Ar+1 cn.
Lemma IF has been proved b y H a r d y ( 5). Since we have to use 
lemma F it is thought desirable to give a proof of it. Incidentally 
we also get a proof of lemma IF.
From section 15 we may get the formula
1-0
where S (qr) = 0 if q<  0. Further, let
( 1 ) Since
r\ (r + l ) ( r  + 2 ) ---- (r + r?) ,lim ------. ------------------ :--------------- = 1
hence
nr
Sn^rllim ------------- = lim -
n— n —>x
Sn (r )n !
(r + 1) ( r + 2 ;---- (r + n) = 0.
( 2 ) H a rd y  and K ie s z , in their monfgraph on The Goreral Theory o fD ir ic h le t  
Series, use the torm “ finite” in this sense with respect to R iesz  summability.
( 3 ) B oh r, 1, c.
( 4 ) A cn = A ’cn =Cn — Cn+1, Ar cn = A r+l Cn — A 1' - 1 Cn-\.
B ro m w ic h , Mathematischo Annalen, 65 (1908), 861, proved a lemma which 
shows that, provided the li m cn as n goes to infinity exists, the convergence of 
£ np\AP+1cn \ for p= r (r >  1) implies the convergence of that series for p — 1, 2 ,---- r.
( 5 ) H ard y , Generalisation of a Theorem in the Theory of Divergent Series, 
Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, 2’nd series 6 (1908), 255-261. Correc­
tion, Same Journal, 2’nd series, 8 (1910;, 279.
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i-0
From tlie above we get
(is) sp = 27 27 Lr+r‘] m (- i:j c„t«
i=0 j-0
If we pick out from (18) S%lt “with its coefficient and then change 
n—t to w, we have
r +1(i9) sp 27 rnrm-j] n1] (—iy cm+j.
i=o
We have the formulas
A' W* + . . . . +  (-1)*  [J] w*+t Vx+t.
A' vx=A' uxva. + [SJA‘- 1 ux+i Avx+ . . . .  + [*] A* (2).
If we put
wm—cm and vB,= [r+’V'm]»
then from (19) with the aid of the above formulas, we get
(20) S£> A',+1 f » r " ]  c»=S£> 2 7  L1? 1! A* r V “] ^''+1 c*
y-o
Now we can easily see that
[r+V m] = r +r-"am' aJ» ^ 4^=  ^+ 1,
A»+l[r+»-»j_|00 if w =|= m , 
if n—m .
Summing the right side of (20) from m= 0 to m — n we get
(2i) s? -27 27 rcM Lr ”;*]A" 1-3 <w*+^ 1 c»+«-+i •
m=0 q-0
( 1 ) C a rm ic h a e l,  General Aspocts of the Theory of Summable Series. Bulletin 
of the American Mathematical Socioty, 2’nd series, XXV (1918), 99.
( 2 ) B oole, A Treatise on the Calculus of Finite Differ ncos, formulas (8) and (10), 
page 21. It must be noted, however, that if we call the n’th difference as defined by 
B oole A« and as defined in this paper An then we have the relation An =( — l)n L.n.
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Lemma VII ( 1 ). Let dl9 d2........ , be any infinite sequence of
numbers having the finite limit d,
lim — h r £  dm r.d i >M->oo nk+l & + 1
It being a positive integer or zero.
Suppose now, that £ bn is finite (Cr) and bounded in absolute
r-m
value by the positive constant T. Let dnl — ^  *Pr~q | Ar+1~q cv+Q \ , then, 
provided i and q are not both zero, we have with the aid of lemma Y1I
(22) 1 S  (r> m1** m'-* Ar+1_9
■»-*» n'+q —0 mr
=  Tlim —itt £mi + a  m r ~q I I 
= T lim \~hr£ d +rf„(^±AY+1«->ocL nl+Q ,tra J
= T l ^ - ^ - 2 d A l lt qW * ,l- l+ + a t? ] j]+ d 2 T»-»■«L wt+'' ~0 J
= 0 ,
 ^—  0, 1, . . . . j T} i = 0} 1, . . . . ,  T ([, 0.
The term in (22) for which  ^ and g are both zero, is found from 
(21) to be, after dividing them by nrj r l
£  S™ Ar+1 cm.
Hence, we may conclude
lim— Y- - ~1 = V  fi£> A~‘ + lim ■ g ">rlL—Voo 01?  ^ J nnXn >- U n— U
provided the limit on the right side of the equality exists. The truth 
uf lemmas F and IF is now evident.
( 1 ) 0  a r  m ich a e  1, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, XX (1911), 225-233
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17. Relation of the Corresponding Series with Respect to Cesdro 
Summability. Suppose that x1 is not an exceptional point for the 
right-end ^-series. As before let cn—un (a*) and c'w—1/cv It
can be shown that for n sufficiently large we may write
r n^ r+o /7(r+u n
(23) + 1, 2,
Assume that the above is true for the superscript r. Form Ar+1, then 
note, first the relation between cn and cn+1, and secondly the remark 
concerning the expansion of tn—1 in section 12. Finally make the 
necessary rearrangement of the terms. The result proves the statement 
implied in (23). In the same manner it can be shown that for n suf­
ficiently large we may write
r  rvAr+1> “I
(24) A - 1 c'n=c'n+ ••••] .  1, 2,
From (16) and (23) we get
lira n’‘+21 Ar+1 cn| = | 4++2,)| Tfa),
n—
being the first coefficient of the series in (23). Using (24) in 
the same manner we can conclude that
V  nr | Ar+1 | and V  nr | A’*+1 c'n\
w-0 n=0
are both convergent for every r  in the set 0, 1, 2 , ........
If we use successively the last two results coupled respectively 
with the following two sets of hypotheses (xi being a non-exceptional 
point for the right-end ^-series)
__ 2# _1 __1 _2a?
(A) (a) hn=an 2n 1 ,(b) I  bn is summable (Cr), (c) cn—un (xx) 2n \*
__ 2x — 1
(B) (a) b!n= an un (.Tx), (b) I  b!n is summable (GYr), (c) c\—vn (#x) 2 n ' x , 
we can, with the aid of lemma F, prove the following
n = <Tj n= oo j
Theorem YII. The two series ^  an un (x) and 2n are
n=l
both summable (Cr) or both non-summable ( Cr) at a given point which 
s non-exceptional for the first series.
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A similar relation exists for every pair of corresponding series in 
the table at the end of section 12.
. . u = oc
Utilizing now theorems prove! by Bohr  ( 1 ) for the series r  a nn~s
n- 1
we may state the following theorem :
n-co w = co
Theorem YIIL If the series (*) ( £  «„ vn (x)\ is not
n=0 ' n-0 '
summable either everywhere or nowhere in the finite plane, the excep­
tional points being excluded, then there exists a line \r_ (\,.+) parallel 
to the axis of imaginaries, such that to the left (right) of this line 
the series is summable ( Gr), with the possible exclusion of a finite 
number of exceptional points of non-existence, while to the right (left) 
of this line (Ar+) the series is non-summable (Gr) with the possible 
exclusion of a finite number of exceptional points of convergence.
Bor the right-end ^-series, we may state some further results 
readily obtainable from the theorems of B o h r ( 1 ):
(a) If \r < - i -  , then 
2
log S ('">
1 —lim. sup.------ nr
__ log n
where /Sr£)) = a1 + a2-f .. .. -f an9 S£)=S#'“l) + .. .. +S%~1) and A0 is the 
abscissa of convergence (B 10) ( 2).
(b) Two right-end ?/-series whose coefficients are an and [logw]f 
respectively, where s is any complex number, have the same line of 
summability.
(c) The width of the strip in which the right-end ^-series is 
summable ((7r+1) but not (Cr), does not exceed one half unit; that is,
for every r  we have the inequality, \r+1 — .
2
(d) The widths of the regions of summability clf c2, . ,  for 
the right-end ^-series form a monotone non-increasing sequence, that 
is for every r  we have the inequality
Ar+1 A’+2 r^+1 •
( 1 ) B ohr, 1. c.
( 2 ) (B 10) means that the statement just made is related to theorem 10 of B o h r ’s 
paper.
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Similar remarks may, of course, be made for each of the other 
series considered above.
18. Uniform SummoMlity. A series is said to be uniformly sum- 
mable ((?,) in a region G to the value S(x) if
lira J I M .L L
n— Ur
exists uniformly in G.
Lemma IIF ( 1 ). If b0, bu b2, :. . . > is a set of constants and c0 (pc), 
t\(x), .. .. ,  is a set of functions of the complex variable x, each func­
tion being analytic in the closed region G, and if further 2  bn is sum- 
mable (Cr) and each of the series I  n? j Ar+1 cn (x) |, p=0, 1, .. . . , r  is 
uniformly convergent in G, then the series whose terms are bn cn (x) 




The last series in the above expression is uniformly convergent 
in G. The function c (a?) is the limit of the set of functions c0 (x),
cl (x),.......  This limit exists uniformly in G.
To prove lemma IIF we proceed in the same manner as in the case 
of lemma F, but using the following lemmi VIII, also due to Carm i­
chael , instead of lemma VII.
Lemma VIII ( 2). Let dl (x), d2 (x), .. . . , be an infinite sequence
of functions of the complex variable x analytic in a given closed re­
gion G and conve ’ging in G to the limit function d (x), then the limit




exists uniformly in G, k being a positive integer or zero.
Suppose that xx is not an exceptional point, and x not an excep­
tional point of non-existence for the right-end ^-series, and let cn (x) 
= un (x) vn (x). We can prove by induction that for every r  in the set 
I, 2, ?>, . . . . , we can write
(25) A” c„=cn a nq~r +px (n) bnq -f p2 (n)
( 1 ) B oh r, 1. c.
( 2 ) C jtrm ic h jie l, 1. c. The second reference to C a rm ic h a e l in section 16 of 
this paper.
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where a is independent of n, b is a constant different from zero, px (ri) 
and p, (n) are polynomials in n which if not identically zero are at 
most of degree q — r — 1 and q — 1 respectively, while finally
j= 2 .2 r+ 2r“1 + . . . .  +2  if r > l ;  q—k if r = l .
Reasoning now as in  the proof preceding theorem III, section 11, we 
may conclude that for every r  in the set 1, 2, 3, the series
E » r Ar+1 cn (x) ] is uniformly convergent in every finite closed regionn-0
interior to the region of convergence of the right-end ^-series and 
excluding the exceptional points of non-existence for that series.
If we let crn(x) = 1 jcn(x) we can make a similar remark concerning
the uniform convergence of the series ^  nr | Ar+1 c!n (a?) | in the interior
n=0
of the region of convergence of the right-end ^-series.
n -  co ,w--cc %
Theorem IX. The series (x) anvn (x)\ is uniformly
w=0 ' w-0 '
summable ( (7r) in every closed region lying in the interior of its 
region of summability (Cr) and excluding its exceptional points of non­
existence.
If a series of functions, each analytic in a region G, is uniformly 
summable (Gr) in G, then it represents an analytic function S  (x) in 
G, and may there be differentiated term by term. It may also be 
integrated term by term along any finite path lying wdiolly in G.
19. Concerning the Analyticity of the Functions Represented by the 
Right-end u-series and its Corresponding Dirichht Series on the Line of 
Summability ( Cr). As in the case of convergence, so in the case of 
summability w'e can state that at a given finite non-exceptional point 
on the line of summability (Cr), the right-end ^-series and its corres­
ponding Di r i ch  l e t  series are both analytic or both non-analytic. To 
prove this statement put h — r -hi in (17) of section 13, then use (c) of 
section 17.
Another point of interest is the following : If the right-end u-
series is summable ((7r) to the value A at a given finite, non-excep­
tional point x, on the line of summability (Cr), then the limit approach­
ed by the function represented by that series in the interior of its 
region of summability is also A, provided that the approach to xi is 
along any path every point of which except xx is interior to the region
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of sum inability ((7r). This is proved in the same manner as the 
statement in the paragraph above, but using in addition theorem 8 of 
B ohr’s paper ( 1 ). This theorem of B oh r’s is exactly like the statement 
above except that the D i r i c l i le t  series ‘whose terms are an nr* replaces 
the right-end w-series, and the adjective “ non-exceptional ” is omitted.
20. Possible Poles of the Function Represented by the Riglit-end u- 
series. The exceptional points of non-existence for the right-end u- 
series, lying in the interior of its region of Cesaro  summability ( 2) are 
either poles of the first order or regular points of the function repre­
sented by that series in the interior of its region of Cesaro summability. 
Consider the point x= a+ p  (p a positive integer) supposed to be in 
the interior of the region of summability (£7r). As before let q—p l 2 
if p is even or q = (p + l) 1% if p  is odd, and let (x) represent the
n=x
partial sums (Cr) of the series ^  an+qun+q{x). We have then
»=o
S (n:' (*)=a„+, un+q (x) + [r+11] (x) + .. .. + L’V ]  a , ( x )  ( 3),
lim l i m --------
*—>i*+ a n— uq (fl?)
>ST (X)
1 1= lim ---- —  N  an (x) + lim lim ----—
x-+p+a Uq {X) "  x -yp + a  n -+ * U q (X)
W  (x)
D ?  ’
From this point on the reasoning is as in section 14 with respect to 
convergence, excepting that here we appeal to theorem YII instead of 
to theorem IV.
( 1 ) Bohr, l  c.
( 2 ) By the “ region of C e s a ro  summability of the right-ond u-series ” wo moan 
the largest region at every intorior point of which that series is summable (Cr ) f ’* 
some r. If excluding its exceptional points the serios is neither everywhere or nowhere 
summable by the method of C esa ro , then this region is a half-piano.
( 3 ) C a rm ic h a o l, General Aspects of Theory of Summable Series. Bulletin of 
American Mathematical Society. 2’nd series, XXV (1918), 99 and 115.
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Where lies the land to which the ship would go?
Par, far ahead, is all her seamen know,
And where the land she travels from? Away,
Far, far behind is all that they can say.
Arthur Hugh Clough (1862)
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1On a Series of Rational Functions Formally Analogous to
Fourier's Series.
Introduction.
1. Preliminary Remarks. The object of this paper is to intro­
duce certain series of rational functions formally analogous to 
Fourier's series. These rational functions are solutions of the 
difference system
(1) u ca-m ) = — utc*), u_H:) = 3
and its adjoint problem
(2) V(X) - V(X-Hj , V(-L)-Vt°°) •
x -
By f w  is to be understood the limit of j-QO as ?<. goes to infinity 
over the set -£• j *• The letter /A. represents a parameter
and the letter o(. a constant such that 2.“C is not an integer.
In part I we shall develop the explicit form of the functions u.(x) 
and V(x) and make some progress in the expansion problem connected 
with them. In part II we shall investigate the properties of the 
series pertaining to convergence and in part III the properties 
pertaining to Cesaro summability.
A very general formulation of boundary value and expansion 
problems arising from a great variety of equations is given by 
Carmichael . The problem for the case of the ordinary linear
Carmichael, Boundary Value and Expansion Problems. Formulation 
of Various Transcendental Problems. American Journal of Mathematics,
2differential equations of the n'th order, with certain restrictive 
conditions on the coefficients and on the boundary conditions, has
been completely solved by Birkhoff and later, independently, by
2Tamarkine . The last two papers, in particular that of Tamarkine, 
give references to the literature on expansion problems related to 
the solutions of special differential equations.
1 desire here to make acknowledgement to Professor R. D. Car­
michael for proposing to me the subject of this paper and for his 
kindly intrest and valuable suggestions during the development of it.
2 . The Development of the Problem from its Analogue in Differen­
tial Equations. One is led to the consideration of the particular 
set of equations studied in this paper in seeking a problem in the 
difference calculus that is closely analogous to that problem in the 
differential calculus which gives rise to the expansion in Fourier's 
series.
In the differential calculus, the set of equations
(3) d<A) = CLcb) j V '( t ) -A  v(t) = 0 , V<cO=V<b).
—  - .............. —
Birkhoff, Boundary Value and Expansion Problems of Ordinary
Linear Differential Equations. Transactions, American Mathematical
Society, IX (1908), 373-395.
2
Tamarkine, Sur quelques points de la theorle des equations dif- 
ferentielles lineaires ordinaires et sur la generalisation de la serie 
de Fourier. Rendiconti del circolo matematico di Palermo, 34 (1912),
345-382. See also, same journal 36 (1913)^  115-126, and 37 (1914) 376- 
378.
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gives rise to the expansion in Fourier's series .
To evolve a set of difference equations and boundary conditions 
analogous to (3) we note that a suitable analogue of integration is 
summation over a discrete infinite set of points a uniform distance 
apart. Hence we seek a transformation which will remove one end of 
the interval r Ij to infinity. There are many transformations which 
will accomplish this. One, however, that leads to an especially 
useful result is X- where <X and ) are
two constants at our disposal. This transformation is such that as 
X approaches * approaches infinity, while for " t - ^ X  is equal
to x w h i c h  is finite. The interval at on the T~ 
axis is thus changed into the interval on the /-axis. If we write 
w.(x) then replace fcc'OO by iaW+O - U.C*) and «(l+l®dPA by xa*- (3) 
reduces to = u(x) = a(*0. The proble:; adjoint
to this is then found to be V(x) = VC*0). Further
consideration proves it desirable to take X - and to restrict so 
that c< is not an integer. It is also sometimes desirable to intro­
duce a constant multiplier into the boundary conditions so that they 
read
(4) U . t i  ) -  -tC«0 , t V ( ^ J  = •
1Birkhoff, l.c., page 3£S.
2Carmichael, l.c., section 4.
4I. Development of the Series and the Expansion Problem.
3. Properties of the Solutions U.CX) and V(x). Consider now the 
difference equations in (1) and (2 ). They have respectively the 
solutions
(5) U.O0 -
P(x+>u) P(x-><<) P(X+o<) P(X-o<)
V 0 0 i  r c x ^ ' )
where pc/) denotes the classical gamma function, 
the property
(6) r(X) e"X L' +■
The function Poo has
where £(*) has the limit zero as x goes to infinity in a positive 
sense along any line parallel to the axis of reals. From (5) and 
(6 ) we may conclude that w. (<*>) = V =•/•
If we define P (xj by the equation r«i,(i - r<*> then
using the relation T’Ci-x) - x v 8 get fcx)~ C*
From this and (6 ) W'e see that Pc*> has the property
(7) Ptxj - vTT Hri +* 6-(*)/
where ?GQ has the limit zero as x Ooes to infinity in a negative 
sense along any line parallel to the axis of reals. From (5), (7 ), 
and the relation Pcx)=[i- <*xTt*]P60 we may conclude that 
(Z_C—ot>) - \ / V (- eO) — KrO ^  c i.lt J  u-u-O x AA. ~Tt~ . By^-o»)is to be 
understood the limit of ^ (x) as X goes to infinity over the set 
X  _  XI  ■> j.> x ’
Next, putting x -  Vx and employing the relation P(s) -
we have the result that u. -  1 / Vc^ tro »< tt .
4. Determination of the Characteristic Values. In order to 
satisfy the boundary conditions for the u-problem we must have 
^  *7r * s < ir  , This will be satisfied if - or
5
1
jul — -t-x -ru  . -n. — £> ±. | ■+• x . . . The values of obtained
)  j  j  j
for the v-problem are the same as those for the u-problem, This
common set of values of Mi^s called the set of characteristic
2values . To denote the solutions of (1 ) appertaining to the values 
xji-oL l n_ and -u.~ oc—-Lvt we will use the symbols 4.^00 and it. 00 respect­
ively; similarly for solutions of ( 2) .  From (5) and the relation 
P (£>+■) =■ s F(s)we get
» J
I'>C**CO 1 (Xt *)(X+«t + U • • * (X+o< +T.X-I )
V^CX) • • ( X-«/ - T- v\J
_ J___ _ (X— *  )(*-«<+■)•  • • • ( + XTV-I J
< W X) - (X +-C-U (K+oi-1.), • • ( X +- <* -  x  vu)
5. Conjugate Properties of the Solutions u.tx) and Let
The values ak- - «< -x >v yield the same set of solutions as the
values ax. -  j w- = o(t ijii' '
2
Calculation shows that when the boundary conditions (4 ) are
satisfied then the conditions
( 4 ’ ) t  U  *.-«*) J v ( \ ) -
are also satisfied and conversely.
3
If we put'fs-i in (4) we get for >i<. the values ‘£.('*-'*■+1)
If appertains to and to = « -
we have
(7*)
^  ^ y Cx)X*l
u . w t x j  = — -------‘xfi; \l (XI
X— + 2 
X +«/ - X  -K-l
 ^ > ^ s V i V ’
6
and V/x) be solutions of (1) and (2) respectively. We have 
(9) U.- Cx+OyiCX+O-'^CxJVjoO = K Ltx) Vj (xti)#
Using the transformation x- and summing both sides of (S) with 
respect to vn- from zero to infinity over integral values, we get
k y(£) = L'u*'-'u i]Z  *V 1 .1 J <- J L i J  -  o<-
With the aid of the boundary conditions in (1 ) and (2 ) we may con­
clude that
OO
n o )  2 .
>Tt.= © (.rrxt-k ) x -
= o  ; i f  t  ^  J
On the other hand, using the transformation x- and then 
summing both sides of (9) with respect to>*. from zero to minus infin­
ity over negative integral values, we may finally conclude that 
M.t C Tii  -  1 )  v ;
'tn.-o
-■^■n?er^P-g the Expansion Problem. Suppose that iCx) is expan­
sible in the series Z^T*. ^ C x) ; then formal calculation,
with the aid of (1 1 ) we get
- m - j
2 i (in- JLj x_ -  o J  l l  ,
f (^ - 4:) Vt‘ _ -p" <£ q-^  V- (-m + j)
Z _  C-hv-f-)1- - ot1- O-n.-i)x - o<^
fc- * _ . ^  -A - - S= ATrt — o
(12)
_  • "77“ ~ C < o (
— ~ -------------  >'LA A.i
for determining the coefficients di . In the above formula 
i  being any member of the set a,-1, ±*,±.3/ • •, Using the follow­
ing lemma we can prove that if the first sum in (1 2 ) exists for one
9value of L , in particular for i= a , then it exists for every value 
of i ,
1
LEMMA I. If ' }and c#jC, ; Ct; • • j  are two
sets ol constants and if b a n d  'Z- )^--hx+T ^ ->n.l are both convergent 
then^Eb-^C^is likewise convergent.
To prove the statement immediatly preceding lemma I. let 
f C v n - - k )
'Vn.' (>vx+-L ) l- ^
and i  t yn ~ C -£ ,
i being any member of the set o, ± i,+-i/ * ' , and b*a being 
convergent. From (2) if vn. is sufficiently large
| r-g. I < H lz  H i  l 1 C < u'._-____  .
V.re conclude then, that the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied and
hence, that the convergence of the first series in (1 2 ) for
implies the convergence of that aeries for every value of i from the
set o j ± i yt  •*. The converse is proved in the same way.
From this, the statement in the sentence preceding lemma I follows.
An immediate corollary from the above is that every <i‘ can be formally
computed in the manner outlined above if lx'~*:foOj is bounded on the
*"~T > T 3 J *= beinS an arbitrarily small positive num­
ber.
Landau, .'liber die Grundlagen der Theorie der Fakultatenreihen. 
Sitzungsberichte der Mathematisch-Physikalischen Klasse der K. B. 
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, XXXVI (1906), 151-218.
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In a like manner if we assume that'i'Cx.) is expansible in the series 
Z-.-h,-qo^ h we can formally calculate the coefficients to be
•7 .  M . I <*JT~
ou
a  ■ -  C l  i  - ■ ■ ' ~ ’ ■" •'— , i —o l *  . . .
As in the previous case, every djcan be formally calculated from (13) 
if one of them, in particular if a „ , can be so calculated. A suf­
ficient condition for this is that |x'"*fr»J be bounded on the set
j~ ( ~m + M. (, C tt )
x — 1  ^ _1 , i * ** -  I  > £ being an arbitrarily sraall positive number.
Several statements can be made immediatly concerning the above 
expansions. The formal expansion even if it does converge, does not 
necessarily represent the function used in calculating the coeffi­
cients. A periodic function of period one, other than a constant 
las no such expansion in which the coefficients are obtainable by the 
formal operations indica.ted above.
9
II. Convergence of the Series I;:.*. a»it.
7. General Statements on Two-Way Series. .From the theory of 
two-way series we know that a necessary and sufficient condition 
that a two-way series be convergent (absolutly convergent, uniformly 
convergent in a given region) is that each end of the series be sep-
€  garatly convergent (absolutly convergent, uniformly convergent in the 
given region). In view of this fact, it will be sufficient to inves­
tigate the two ends of the above series separatly. Further, it is
— bi-=-ootrue that if we change x to -x in the serles> then the two7v ~ - ao
resulting one-way series and the two ends of the u-series are similar;
--  similar in the sense that the constants wherin they differ do not
enter essentially into the proofs of the theorems demonstrated in 
parts II and III. We may therefore confine our attention to the 
series 2 . = 0 °^ u ^ x). Of the series
qo co  ao
>v -  <? r\ ~ I ' o Tl -  /
we will call the first the right-end u-series, the second the left- 
end u-series; and the two-way series obtained by combining *v-Will
‘ ’a
call the u-series. Similar names will be used for the last two series 
above.
Exceptional Points. An exceptional point of convergence is 
one at which the series has only a finite number of terms different 
from zero. An exceptional point of non-existence is one at which 
some term of the series becomes infinite.
9 . Th_e_ Reg ion s__pf__Cpnv_er r e nc e of the Series. Ixi pr0ving the 
results oj. the next six sections we will follow the method carried 
out in the paper by Landau, noted above. In this paper he proves
10
several lemmas previously announced by others. Lemma I is one of 
them. In part Il^we will state the others without proof at the places 
where they are to be used.
LEMMA II. If bo, b, , and C., CtjC t • • • , are two
sets of constants, and if
•t
<a)|Z.fc,/<B for -t-»j* • *. where B some positive constantJ
Ti -  o '
(b) linu C^ - o ,
00
(c) 2L ICh+, ~ is convergent,
7n.~ O
then the series with the general term t^C^is also convergent.
Suppose x and x, are two non-exceptional points for the right-end 
u-scries, and let (a) bH- cl^ u  ^*.) and (b) c ^  = U^l/iA^Cx,) Using 
the relation
L n - n !  n *P (%■) = lim ---- (-i y- "k — i )
tie have
| C- v  | O
„ x^ ) n ( * - x +•) P6*+-*j i i y , .. R Cx. x ) — I I — |<^ ( X X,)
whence lim.lC 1 - 0  and hence lim.c> , - 0  if "KCxi <^  6 s).FurtherYl *30  ^ ' >V-» ea
tie have | C ^  Ij^-P-k | ; here <j_has the property linn '/^ (x-X,).
Using the above results, we may conclude that the serie:.^^' 
will converge if cXJ C T*n(X,).
This leads us to the result that, * and X, being non-exceptional 
points for the right-end u-series such that <. 1U X0 , then the
11
^^ •TV — CO
s e r i e s Z . ^ o  A--*u x(x) surely converges ifies
J^-h. = 0 **«-*«>| is less than some positive constant for "t* *,V ' ’•
In the same manner it can be shown that if /. and x, are non-exceptional 
points for the right-end v-series such that ftc*) >T.(X|) then the series
some positive constant for -fc-*©, i,t./ * ’ . Hence on a line parallel to 
the axis of reals and containing no exceptional points of the right- 
end u-series (right-end v-series), the real parts of the points of 
convergence and divergence of that series form a Dedekind partition 
of the real number system. We have now proved
(> a^v^cx}) doesO ti - o
not converge either everywhere or nowhere in the finite plane, the 
exceptional points being excluded, then there exists a line A _ (  A + ) 
parallel to the axis of imaginarles such that to the left (right) of 
this line the series converges, with the possible exclusion of a 
finite number of points of non-existence, while to the right (left) 
of this line the series diverges, with the possible exclusion of a 
finite number of points of convergence.
10. The Regions of Absolute Convergence. The relation of the 
region of absolute convergence of the right-end u-series to the 
region of convergence of that series follow^s readily from the fol­
lowing considerations. Suppose that x, , not an exceptional point of 
convergence for the right-end u-series, is such that |a-h.u.YvCX,)\ is 
less than some positive constant (\ for t i - o , i,i ,- • •, As before
let f• From (14) we get the inequality 
•J.IUX-X,)K  (x,X,)(2.h) for *v\ sufficiently large. This inequality per-
00
111 converge provided that
12
fU * )  < R O . )  Now, we have the inequality
OO OO
" y  | I ^  A ^ _  ♦
•K -  »
converges absolutely 
Hence the right-end u-seriesAif cx ) <.K (x,)--L . In a like manner
it can be shown that the right-end v-series converges absolutly for 
ft(x) > 1 (^X,) + \  i^f at some point not an exceptional point of con­
vergence we have that I& k.V'hOOI is less than some positive constant 
B  for "K- t>, 1,1 , • • • . Further, noting that if "K C*.)then for in­
sufficiently large we have the inequality, )< | then we can con­
clude that the paragraph beginning about the middle of section 9 
remains valid if it be changed to read as follows:
This leads us to the result that, x and X, being non-exceptional 
points for the right-end u-series such that R (X.J, then the
Z 't^co
surely converges if I c o n v e r g e s .
Under similar circumstances, excepting that 'Pv the above
statement remains true for the right-end v-series. Combining these
results we have
THEOREM II. If, excluding the exceptional points, the series
—^71.-00 X-O®
) is neither everywhere divergent nor 
everywhere convergent then there exists a line -£_( -£+) parallel to 
the axis of imaginaries such that to the left (right) of this line 
the series is absolutely convergent, with the possible exclusion of 
a finite number of exceptional points of non-existence, while to the 
r*ight (left) of this line the series is either conditionally conver­
gent or divergent, a finite number of exceptional points of conver­
gence possibly excluded. The line lies not more than one-
half unit to the left (right) of the line X- ( X p )•
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11. The Regions of Uniform Convergence of the Series.
LEMMA III. If  ^ are constants and • • • 5
are functions of a complex variable, regular in the region R, then 
if is convergent and £  lc-*+," is uniformly convergent
in R, the series whose general term is iS uniformly convergent
in R.
Consider any closed finite region R interior to the region of 
convergence of the right-end u-scries and not containing any excep­
tional point of non-existence of that series. Since R is closed 
and finite there exists a point x of R such that"K(x-X) ? 0  for every 
X in R. Further, since R is finite and interior to the region of' 
convergence there exists a point X((which is not exceptional for the 
right-end u-series) not in R but in the region of convergence such 
that for every * in R. Again, suppose that / is not an ex­
ceptional point of non-existence for the right-end u-series and let
(a) Ct-vLU-TvOO and (b) £v Each member of the set
co, c , j• • ' j Is regular in R. Carrying out the work outlined in 
the proof preceding theorem I we arrive at the inequality
| C^ t(- C K |< K f x j x j | x <- , c l - l - i } c^ ) x lL 5 ^ 7 7 . >
for-h. larger than some N . Now the absolute value of the multiplier 
of ■'tv-1'* * X,> 1 in (15) has an upper bound, say J'/| , in every such 
region R. Hence, for*h,»A/ and every in R we have
-  — ------- ----------------------------- ~ — — --------------------- -
Landau, 1 . c.
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Since the series whose terms are Tl1/K<;* * ’ * is convergent, we
may conclude that | £■•*! is uniformly convergent in every
closed region with properties as above. From this by the aid of 
lemma III, the uniform convergence of the right-end u-series in ev­
ery region R which is interior to its region of convergence, follows. 
Conclusions of a similar nature can be established by the same proced 
ure for the right-end v-series. We have then
2 -^52 CO GO
(2 . ^ , 0  ) is
uniformly convergent in every closed region interior to its half­
plane of convergence and excluding the exceptional points of non­
existence. In such a region the series represents an analytic func­
tion of X .
12. Relations of the Right-end u-series and the Right-end v-se­
ries to Certain Dirichlet Series. First we will prove that the con­
vergence at a given point x, , of the series whose elements are
tty'll implies the convergence of the right-end u-series at the
same point, provided X, is not an exceptional^of non-existence for 
the latter series. Suppose now, that x( has this property and let 
(a) ' (b) ^ lv_, be convergent, (c )Cv^ U-^ X.)
We have
(16) lim C*. 
^   ^00 r  (c< + x,) hence lim P £*+*,) Tex,).
Further, C , £ >* - C't-n.-*) where ~t - I has at least
a zero of the second order with respect to ox, at infinity. Hence j 
lim. i)=at where a L is the coefficient of /nl in the expan-°o *
of -t ^ -  i about infinity. Now
lim |C^+P C n) Tn'-TOU iim n'|•K to 1 *%-*<*> a p T c x . ) .
I  ‘ C L ^ C *) ( Q- Y^CX) ) and T ^ C L ^ - ' ( 2 ^ 7
15
Hence, the series
1^ . — Oo
1 2  l e w - < M is convergent. Applying
lemma I we arrive at the conclusion that the right-end u-series is 
convergent at the point X, . We may also note here the inequality
jlC-**,)-'c>vl|5:]CHM- ctv \ The series whose terms are 0. 
ponds in the same manner to the right-end v-series.
."ni - i x corrss-




TV. 6^ ------  ' X^ |
are both absolutely convergent, or both conditionally convergent, or
both divergent.
In what follows we will speak of the two series e and
JL*-\ as corresponding to one another. In the same sense we
will use the following table of corresponding series.
H ^  iiwoo —|
tv a o c o r r e s p o n d s  to ^v***"1
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13. Concerning the Analyticity of the Functions Represented by 
the Right-end u-serles and its Corresponding Dirichlet Series. Under 
certain conditions it is possible with the aid of the lemma below to 
state a relation concerning the analyticity of the functions repre­
sented by the right-end u-series and the corresponding Dirichlet 
series at a finite point outside of their common region of conver­
gence.
1
LEMMA IV. por every K there exist polynomials ?<>(*}-/
1 1 - W ,and a function (jf (*->'rv) defined for every / and integral^
LLandau, 1. c.
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|; by the relation
lx ! ~K 
r'lx) >
:________________  - ZlULf + „ •. + ®dii222_
(x + >') • . • • (X+-K- 0  l -k  'n.'u ?iK 7^w,', *
where for a given finite region G, i«P»c* j'vl')) is less than some pos­
itive constant for every X in G and for *n =• ».> 1j ^  "  1 •
Lemma IV has as an immediate consequence the following:
In every finite closed region R in the x-plane, which does not 
include exceptional points for the right-end u-series}we have
(IV) U^(X)= [  I * ■*^ , . . . . + ^ + ! k£ £ L ]
P  » ,
' Po<+ X) *
where C*>} 'f’jC’O j* * * * j are Polynomials, and ) (j(/vv)j is
less than some positive constant for every X in R and for* L V  * * .
Let Cfx) and"3K*) designate, respectively, the functions represent­
ed by the right-end u-series and its corresponding Dirichlet series 
in the interior of their common region of convergence. Now if A-,
the abscissa of convergence of the right-end u-series, is finite
andr*---09then the two series Z., =, 4,-kT'1 --
represent analytic functions at any non-exceptional point X, in the 
finite plane to the left of the line 0 0 - A_t K/a-«
If then J  (x-1) ,13 (X- ,U (*- ),,» * ‘'H  (x ~ *&) are a 1 1 ana-
lytic at X, (not an exceptional point for the right-end u-series), C Cx)
and OK*) are both analytic or both non-analytic at the same point Xt.
A more definite statement can be made about points on the line 
of convergence. If we put K — I in (17) we can observe the truth of 
the following theorem:
17
THEOREM V. The functions represented by the series 
ano Cl^ Ti in the interior of their common region of conver­
gence are both analytic or both non-analytic at a given finite non- 
exceptional point on the line of convergence of these series.
By the aid ol theorem V and the following lemma we can draw yet 
one other conclusion concerning the real point on the line of con­
vergence of the right-end u-series.
LEMMA VI. The real point on the line of convergence of a Diri- 
cLlet series with real non-negative coefficients is a singular point 
for the function defined by it.
THEOREM VI. If, excluding the exceptional points, a right-end 
u-series with real non-negative coefficients is neither everywhere 
convergent nor everywhere divergent, then the real point on the line 
of convergence, if non-exceptional, is a singular point for the 
function defined by it.
Whatever has been proved in this section concerning the right- 
end u-soriss and its corresponding Dirichlet series remains valid if 
we consider any pair of corresponding series exhibited in the table
at the end of section 1 2 .
-  -  - -----------------------------------------------------------
Landau, Uber einen Satz von Tschebyschef. Mathematische A.nnalen





whose terms are exhibited in the footnote at thee end of section 4 ,
18
14• The Character of the Exceptional Points of Non-existence.
The exceptional points of non-existence of the series considered 
above, when they lie in the interior of the region of convergence 
are at most poles of the first order for the functions defined by 
them. For instance take the u-series and consider the point P + °<
P a positive integer) supposed to be interior to the region of 
convergence of that series. Let P/l. if is even or 
if p is odd. We have
ao
lim-i- C U U ^ O O
X-*<x+P > = " °°
™ Q  (X.+'ifT-l)(x+X-t-X^+O • • • >v -
— 1 im C.*  . (x--< - 2. 7^ ;
If in the series on the right of the equality sign we put 
the result is a series similar to the right-end u-series and by the­
orem IV has the same non-exceptional points of convergence as the 
right-end u-series. Hence x - p -t* is interior to the region of 
convergence of the new series. But x = p +■ is not an exceptional 
point for the new series and therefore the function represented by 
it is there analytic.
have a theory in every detail similar to that of the series above 
discussed. Every theorem above remains true if we substitute for 
the series
respectively in order, the series at the begining of this footnote.
oo
This is evident if we note for instance that 5"b U < * ) - >  U u. (x) 
where Z  U.-nW is a series similar to the right-end u-series.
19
III. Concernlng the Cesaro Summability of the Series.
15. Fundamental Definitions in Cesaro Summability. Concerning
the matter of Cesaro summability we are enabled by applying certain
1lemmas and theorems due to Bohr , to state a/set of theorems about 
the series above described which closely parallel the above stated 
theorems relating to the ordinary convergence of these series. To 
recall certain definitions connected with Cesaro summability, let a 
given series have the terms b 0 j  b , •* • . Form the sums
• co
b 0 + b, +■ ip s CA.) =■  ^ b ,  4-
The series is said to be Cesaro summable of order (summable (C a )) 
to the sum S^f lir. S -IT* A  .* / -yx-K , as goes to infinity, exists and
has the value 5 . We will call S the sum C^-n.) of the series in
Bohr, Uber die Summabilitat Dirichletscher Reihen. Gottinger 
E. Gesselschaft der Wissenschaften, Nachrichten, Mathematisch-phy- 
sikalische Klasse, (1909), 247-262. (In what follows references to
Bohr are always to this paper.)
2 f ■." A- fois indeterminee et a pour valeur moyenne s Bohr,
Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences a Paris, 148 (1909), 75-80.
(In what follows references to Bohr are always to the paper above.)3
Since
i i m K \ - >» ,
Ti > <0 n !
hence
: 1 ! . X9CO
I n '
l i m
7V?Oo $ c”Oi-f-i) (A+T-) • • • (A.+A.) a. 5
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question. Again if there exists a constant T such that |sr*./nH<Tl
for "Ja s.O, • • • then the series is said to Ces'aro finite of
order A. (finite ( C a. ) ) . If a series is summable C U ) it is also fi­
nite ( C a.)
\ 216. Two Lemmas Concerning Cesaro Summability. Bohr has stated 
a lemma which is essentially equivalent to the second of the follow­
ing two closely related lemmas I’ and II1, which are seen to be in 
content and purpose the analogues of lemmas I and II respectively.
LEMMA if If b is summable (Ca ) to the value $ and if each
3
of the series £  ' r f  I A'+c^lp«4 y**A, is convergent, thenZb^C^is
summable (Ca.) to the value S , where S = c being
the limit of as To. approaches infinity.
LEMMA Ilf If is finite (Ca ) and if each of the series
% is convergent, and if the limit of C-«. as 
Yv. approaches infinity is zero, then Z  br. is summable Cc•*) and its 
sum CcaJ is equal to the sum of the absolutely convergent series
1  si 1 4 A+,c>. 1
Hardy and Riesz, in their monograph on The General Theory of 




- r v - C ^ - C ^ ,  , A * C
Brornv/ich, Mathematische Annalen, 65 (1908), page 361, proved a 
lemma which shows that, provided the lira Cv as goes to infinity
exists, the convergence of 'Z.for p - *■ ( A. ? I ). implies 
the convergence of that series for i}t./ '* ^  *
21
1Lemma II1 has been proved by Hardy. Since we have to use lemma 
I', it is thought desirable to give a proof of it. Incidentally we 
also get a proof of lemma II'.
Prom section 15 we may get the formula
r a  + i 1 , .j c ^= 2L L j J<-'> ,
I * 0
-  o if ^ < o . Further,
s r  - i  /
L~ o
let
From the above we get
( ^  f  r r ' j r n  c - o v . tC u , .
L-© j  -  0
^ c*0If we pick out from (18) J-k--b with its coefficient and then change 
-yv-t to -m., we have
/L + I r  + -n. - -m. -  j
A(19) S "  Z  [ ']  [ " r ] ‘- ,! c~< •
1Hardy, Generalisation of a Theorem in the Theory of Divergent
Series. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, 2’nd series,
6 (1908),255-264. Correction, Same Journal, 2 *nd series, 8 (1910),
page 279.
2Carmichael, General Aspects of the Theory of Summable Series. 
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 2 'nd series, XXV 
(1918), page 99.
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We have the formulas
^  ^  X ^  A ~’ ^ X ^ X ' ” £ | [ | w .  X*>^X41 +  * ' 1 [-tj U-xfT ^
aV xyx = A* a , «vx t [*] jf"* u*,, 4vx + • • •+ [ * ]  ^ .
If we put
u ^ = c „  and v - '
then from (19) with the aid of the above formulas, we get
S‘:
(2 0 ) ,  1
A + l
° CA> V  [ +
2— V  %0 v r n
. A+->-‘Vr  A •
Now? we can easily see that
A •v*^ 1
A J
r A- + vw- 
L a  -
-  v l
v  -J »
A /L — ~vv\T|A J
r  » i f  
l  i i f
-y\ -m.
-  >vv •
Summing the right side of (2 0 ) from »v -  «> to nrv-=- vv. we get
(21 )  S s : r ; ' j r ; : T v 3o ^  o
a +'-V rA A -ywftjj. + C
1Boole, A Treatise on the Calculus of Finite Differences, form­
ulas (8 ) and (10) page 21. It must be noted, however, that if we 
call the n'th difference as defined by Boole and as defined in 
this paper A ^ then we have the relation A*' A*-
LEMMA VII. Let «4(jdv/ • • , be any infinite sequence of
numbers having the finite limit cl , then
23
£ .  -hx K el- -  cJ
KH *
|4 being a positive integer or aero.
Suppose now, that *2- b-n. is finite CCy0 and bounded in absolute 
value by the positive constant T* . Let d-^ 1 I0'*’-1’ then,
provided t and y. are not both zero, we have with the aid of lemma VII
<22,| “ 2  W r l . r &  |
$ T llm j _ _  £
n c v  -►*.=<>
=Tii?. r v] +
The term in (22) for which t and are both zero, is found from
(2 1 ) to bej after dividing thru by
i  s r  a A.** • m  •
Vk. O
Hence, we may conclude
lim ■
n  -»o» “H
s r
TTVS.O
+• l i m  S ^ A ! r
n^oo — ^ p T “  + j
provided the limit on thbright side of the equality exists. The
Carmichael, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 
XX (1914), 225-233.
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truth of lemmas I' and II' is now evident.
17. Relation of the Corresponding Series with Respect to Ges^ro 
Summability. Suppose that X, is not an exceptional point for the
C V ^X . *right-end u-series. As before let c a U.^ Cx.H'Kl-T-X, and
It can be shown that for tv sufficiently large we may write
r *  ->
( 9  ';0  A A .* l ~  ^ | M A. Ki.  ^ O' Ar t>— a- . , »
A L J }
ca. * n
• • * *
, si +1Assume that the above is true for the superscript a  . Form 
then note, first the relation between C-* and cx.+i , and secondly the 
remark concerning the expansion of f>-i in section 12. Finally
make the necessary rearrangement of the terms. The result proves the 
statement implied in (23). In the same manner it can be shown that 
for w  sufficiently large we may write
(9  A A •'*' *' r  Ir > [  ^ C< , , , .^  c L + J , A  = Oj IP )  1 " ,
From (16) and (23) we get
i c y  )Tex,),
“K-*oo
d being the first coefficient of the series in (23)• Using (24)
in the same manner. we can conclude that
a n d  £  u ‘ i a a * ' c . |
-K xo
are both convergent for every a  in the set ’ .
If we use successively the last two results coupled respectively 
with the following two sets of hypotheses ( X, being a non-exceptional 
point for the right-end u-series)
25
l - T .  X.(A) (b)J>** a x l> v xX,“,J (b)51i>>v is summable (c^) , (c ) c*= U^ fx,) ^ 'K
(B) (a)4V= Q- U-^ Cx,), (b) 2 !»-* is summable ( C ^  (c) c4= V^ (x,)
we can, with the aid of lemma I', prove the following;
THEOREM VII. The two series and are
both summable Ccor both non-summable (c*.) at a given point *, 
which is non-exceptional for the first series.
A similar relation exists for every pair of corresponding series 
in the table at the end of section 1 2 .
Utilizing now, theorems proved by Bohr for the series 2L 
we may state the following theorem:
THEOREM VIII. If the series *) ( I*., <L V ^ C X )  )
is not summable either everywhere or nowhere in the finite plane,
jp O CTrvirsthe exceptional being excluded, then there exists a line A*.. )
parallel to the axis of imaginaries, such that to the left (right) of 
his line the series is sum m able (C*.) , with the possible exclusion
of a finite number of exceptional points of non-existence, while to 
the right (left) of this line },( ) the series is non-summable 
with the possible exclusion of a finite number of exceptional 
points of convergence.
For the right-end u-series. we may state some further results
1
readily obtainable from the theorems of Bohr
then
26
where ' -fa». > •>-* = • • * +b>v  ^and is
the abscissa of convergence. (BIO)
(b) Two right-end u-series whose coefficients are and 
a » L'^>v3 6 respectively, where e- is any complex number, 
have the same line of summability CC^ .") } j\ - o, i, • • *, (B8 )
(c) The width of the strip in which the right-end u-sories is
surnmable CCa.+i) but not (S-*■) does not exceed one half unit; 
that is. for every a. we have the inequality, 5  ^  • (Bll)
(a) The widths of the regions of summability . . •
for the right-end u-series form a monotone non-increasing 
sequence, that is for every a we have the inequality
A a. + i - A ^  ^  y^t + T- — Afi ' (BI2)
Similar remarks may, of course, be made for each of the other 
series considered above.
18. Uni form Summabllity. A series is said to be uniformly sum- 
mable (C^) in a region G to the value S if
lim oo j i
x  ^  3° ^  j\~
exists uniformly in G.
2LEMMA III'. If b 0 bb * • * , is a set of constants and c„ ex) J 
c t(x)} . is a set of functions of the complex variable x
each function being analytic in the closed region G, and if further 
t >v is surnmable QC-*.)and each of the series (>-o)i;,v
1
(BIO) means that the statement just made is related to theorem
10 of Bohr's paper.
2Bohr, 1. c.
is uniformly convergent in G, then the series whose terras are b^C^C*) 
is uniformly summahls in G and its sum is equal to
The last series in the above expression is uniformly convergent 
in G. The function C.(x) is the limit of the set of functions Ce cx)j 
C,cx)/ • • , This limit exists uniformly in G.
To prove lemma III1 we proceed in the same manner as in th*e case
JLof lemma I', but using the following lemma VIII, also due to Car­
michael, instead of lemma VII,
1
LEMMA VIII. Let c//*), etx( x ), • • • be an infinite sequence of 
functions of the complex variable x analytic in a given closed re­
gion G and converging in G to the limit function then the limit
27
5 .  S  -+• S CCX)
>v to
im -L. f  - n t K .
^ i 7 i kw K + l
exists uniformly in G, K  being a positive integer or zero.
Suppose that X, is not an exceptional point, and x not an ex­
ceptional point of non-existence for the right-end u-series, and let
ACnc<)U^C*) Vx (-*0, We can prove by induction that for every in the set
i • • i » we can write
(25) A C. a "K<v~ K + "P, O )b -k 4  P *  O )
where q. is independent of , b is a constant different from zero, 
7,0) and 1* 0 ) are polynomials in-a which if not identically zero
_  ~
Carmichael, 1. c. (The second reference to Carmichael in section 
lt> of this paper.)
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are at most of degree and <%--) respectively, while finally
% - T-.Z* • •••+**. j if A. 7 / > <}-=- t-l if A*|,
Reasoning now as in the proof preceding theorem III section 11, we 
may conclude that for every-n. in the set », t-, s; • * t the series 
T^ ''“,'KA)^ A+c>C)0)is uniformly convergent in every finite closed region 
interior to the region of convergence of the right-end u-series and 
excluding the exceptional points of non-existence for that series.
If we let C we can make asimilar remark concerning the 
uniform convergence of the series £ c^ xj) in the interior of
of the region of convergence of the right-end v-series.
THEOREM IX. The series U~ (>0 ( V„0O ) is uni­
formly summable ( C*) in every closed region lying in the interior of 
its region of summability (C*. ) and excluding its exceptional points 
of non-existence.
If a series of functions, each analytic in a region G, is uni­
formly summable ( C a.) in G, then it represents an analytic function 
S C*) in G, and may there be differentiated term by term. It may 
also be integrated term by term along any finite path lying wholly in 
G.
19. Concerning the Analyticity of the Functions Represented by 
the Right-end u-series and its Corresponding Dlrichlet Series on the 
Line of Summability 3. As in the case of convergence so in the 
case of summability we can state that at a given finite non-excep- 
tional point on the line of summability (.CrJ) , the right-end u-series 
and its corresponding Dirichlet series are both analytic or both non- 
analytic. To prove this statement put in (17) of section 13^
then use (c) of section 17.
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Another point of interest is the following: If the right-end 11-
series is summable(Cft) to the value A at a given finite, non-excep- 
tional point x, on the line of summability (0,0 , then the limit ap­
proached by the function represented by that series in the interior 
of its region of summability is also A provided that the approach to 
X, is along any path every point of which except is interior to the 
region of summability (c^) . This is proved in the same manner as
the statement in the paragraph above, but using in addition theorem 
1
8 of Bohr's paper. This theorem of Bohr's is exactly like the state­
ment above except that the Dirichlet series whose terms are <=C-^ 'K"'S 
replaces the right-end u-series, and the adjective "non-excsptional" 
is omitted.
20. Possible Poles of the Function Represented by the Right-end
u-series. The exceptional points of non-existence for the right-end ^ 2
u-series, lying in the interior of its region of Cesaro summability 
are either poles of the first order or regular points of the function 
represented by that series in the interior of its region of Cesaro 
summability. Consider the point x-«<+r ( p a positive integer)
supposed to be in the interior of the region of summability ( M  . As
_ -  — —
Bohr, 1. c.
2By the "region of Cesaro summability of the right-end u-series" 
we mean the largest region at every interior point of which that 
series is summable CM for some A. . If} excluding its exceptional 
points the series is neither everywhere or nowhere summable by the 
method of Cesaro, then this region is a half-plane.
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— </0before l e t  ^  p/z if jo is even or <j.^ Cp + 0 _^ if p is odd, and let Sn O0
. x~°°represent the partial sums CC-a) of the series Z , e have
then
= L * V ]  ' + £*t"] a v .
lim lim x■»/>+* -»v-*oi> u ^cjo-!—  S 0 0 O)U-rv^
^-1 » o C/O ^
-lim -^KW -KCx)+ lim lim —  —*-*#»**« yi~ 0 *-*¥>*<* *K-?oO V i CM 3
3 ?  - L
n-+*K'l
•v\. J ,
From this point on the reasoning is as in section 14 with respect to 
convergence, excepting that here we appeal to theorem VII instead of 
to theorem IV.
Carmichael, General Aspects of Theory of Summable Series. Bul­
letin of the American Mathematical Society, 2 ’nd series, XXV (191S), 
pages 99 and 115.
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